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        Pavel & Maria Sidorenko 

UPSTAIRS- is a family business, design 
brand based in Tallinn, Estonia.
At UPSTAIRS we design, we produce 
and we keep things simple.

Our focus is to create functional, 
playful and poetic products, that 
retains its simplicity, interacting with 
space and user. To create not only 
incorporate pragmatic necessity, but 
also transmit an emotional quality 
within the everyday environment.

Behind the shelves



CERAMICS
tableware /decor / accessories



UHO collection
Uho- (russian) ear. We speak about our 
happiness or sadness usually while drinking 
morning coffe or evening tea. Day by day 
our mugs listen and give us their warmth. 
They are our soulpeace keepers.

Material: porcelain
Size: L2, L 110x85mm / M 90x85mm / S 70x55mm
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UHO Small espresso cup
Material: high quality porcelain
 
Size: 70x55mm

UHO brooch
Material: high quality porcelain

Size: 35x30mm



YAPU collection

Cold outside, warm inside. Sunlight on 
snow. Fits perfectly for any meal, creates 
good mood for the day.

Hand made of high quality porcelain. 
Size: L 200x55mm / M 120x90mm / S 155x35mm            
/Cup 80x50mm
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FARFOR 
container L

A very unique and beautiful porcelain container 
that will be sure to make people feel cozy. For 
sugar, tea, coffee or other ingredients in your 
kitchen.
 
All pieces are handmade with a high quality 
porcelain and unglazed on the outer that gives 
it an earthy feel. A quirky gift for those hard to 
buy for.
 
Size: 150x95mm



#meow

#ear

#monkey



FARFOR 
container S

A very unique and beautiful porcelain container 
that will be sure to make people feel cozy. For 
sugar, tea, coffee or other ingredients in your 
kitchen. 

The white porcelain is handmade with a high 
quality porcelain and unglazed on the outer that 
gives it an earthy feel. A quirky gift for those 
hard to buy for.
 
Size: 120x95mm
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FARFOR
butter bowl

Those porcelain butter bowls are functional 
decoration to your kitchen. They can be 
used for keeping butter or for serving 
cheese and snacks.

Hand made of high quality porcelain.
Size: 130x170x100mm
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Monkey bottle stopper
Hand made of high quality porcelain. 
Size: 95x45mm



UHO bottle stopper
Hand made of high quality porcelain. Size: 
45x45mm



M12 
tableware collection

Inspired by industrial functionality, aesthetics 
and materials.
Hand made of high quality porcelain. Available 
in grey and white color.

Size: 110x90mm



butterbowl / 170x135x100mm container / 170x90mm

mug / 110x90mm bottle stopper/ 75x45mm







HUKA collection

HUKA- (maori) iceberg. Inspired by sea and 
nordic nature. HUKA set is mainly made for 
Asian cuisine dishes. Set consists of five pieces: 
cup, big bowl, sauce bowl, bowl for spices and 
chopstick stand. 

Handmade of high quality porcelain
Size: 40 ml- 300 ml







HONEYBEE pin
Bees are fascinating creatures. And 
also fragile. They work hard to help 
us grow our food and make healhty 
royal jelly. Those pins dedicated to 
them. Perfectly fits any classical or 
everyday look. 

Made of high quality goldplated porcelain 
and gold.





Skullme brooch
Hand made of high quality porcelain. 
Size: 45x30x20mm

Skullme pin
Hand made of high quality porcelain. 
Size: 25x18x10mm



WOOD
tableware /decor 



M10 
Cutting board

M10 is a part of M12 tableware 
collection. Inspired by industrial 
functionality, aesthetics and materials.
Reliable and stylish cutting board 
is made of high quality Baltic birch, 
covered with organic natural plant oils 
and waxes.

Materials: metal handle, birch
Size: A5 / A4 /A3 thickness 30mm
Ready to use.



RAL 7016 metal





M12 serving platter L

Part of M12 tableware collection. Inspired 
by industrial functionality, aesthetics and 
materials.
Wooden serving platter for serving cheese, 
hors d’oeuvres or any other food.
Reliable and stylish solid wood platter is made 
of high quality Baltic birch, covered with 
organic natural plant oils and waxes. 

Materials: metal handle, birch
Size: 320x145mm



M12 
serving tray swing

Part of M12 tableware collection. Inspired by 
industrial functionality, aesthetics and materials.
Wooden serving platter for serving cheese, hors 
d’oeuvres or any other food.
Reliable and stylish solid wood platter is made 
of high quality Baltic birch, covered with organic 
natural plant oils and waxes. 

Materials: metal handle, birch
Size: 150x450x60mm



M12 
serving platter M

Part of M12 tableware collection. Inspired by 
industrial functionality, aesthetics and materials.
Wooden serving platter for serving cheese, 
hors d’oeuvres or any other food.
Reliable and stylish solid wood platter is made 
of high quality Baltic birch, covered with 
organic natural plant oils and waxes.

Materials: metal handle, birch
Size: 320x60mm



M12 serving platter S

Part of M12 tableware collection. Inspired by 
industrial functionality, aesthetics and materials.
Wooden serving platter for serving cheese, hors 
d’oeuvres or any other food.
Reliable and stylish solid wood platter is made 
of high quality Baltic birch, covered with organic 
natural plant oils and waxes. 

Materials: metal handle, birch 
Size: 220x60mm





OBJECT U
hot pad or fruit bowl

Featuring the “U” Object is solid wood object with 
an open use context. “U” can be useful as hod pad 
or fruit bowl it provides a playful addition for any 
home, enriches the pleasures of living and cooking. 
Made from solid baltic birch with a material 
thickness of 20mm and finished with natural non-
toxic oil.

Materials: metal handle, birch
Size: 135x180x18mm





U- clip package sealer
U-clip is an excellent helper in the kitchen daily life. It is 
designed for sealing opened packages of tea, coffee or other 
packages with similar size and materials. All to keep food 
fresh and kitchen space organized!

Made of premium oak plywood and finished with natural oils 
approved for contact with food.

Size: 140x35x3mm





OAKY wall clock 

Wall clocks are made from premium Oak plywood 
with the design digitally printed directly on the 
plywood in durable, non-fading pigment ink. Each 
piece is finished with non-toxic varnish. 
Once finished we assemble the final product by 
hand using a quartz movement and black metal 
hands.

Materials: Oak plywood, quartz movement, metal hands
Size: Diameter 30cm.
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BETWEEN 
decorative frames

“Between” frame consists of two pieces of acrylic 
glass and two lists made of solid oiled oak.

The oak lists holds the glasses together and gives 
possibility to create your own composition between.
Use postcards, photos, dried leaves, flowers or 
other materials you like.

Materials: Oiled oak, Acrylic glass
Size: A5:148x225x60 / A4: 210x310x60,/ A3: 297x440x60









METAL
furniture /home decor 



M12 
Ceiling Clothing Rack

This simple ceiling mounted clothing rack is 
perfect for a modern interior. Use it as a coat 
rack by the front door, display your favourite 
pieces of clothing in the bedroom, use it to 
hang linens and towels in the bathrooms or 
different accessories in the kitchen. It is easily 
installed by using screw in hooks or a hook to 
suit your ceiling type.

Materials: steel square bar
Finish: RAL7016 powder baked coat
Size: h930 x w885mm / 2,8 kg



930 mm

885 mm



M12 
Towel Ladder Rack

This versatile display ladder for just about any room in 
the house. Lightweight design and durability doubles 
up as a towels, blankets ladder and accessories 
ladder. Also it can be easily installed on ceiling by 
using screw in hooks or a hook to suit your ceiling 
type.

Materials: steel square bar.
Finish: powder baked coat RAL7016
Dimensions: h1800 x w450mm / 4 kg



1800 mm

450mm 





Address
Upstairs OÜ 

Telliskivi 60A B-hoone 
Naaberhuud 

Tallinn 10412, Estonia

Phone
+372 55661717

Email
info@upstairs-shop.com

Web 
www.upstairs-shop.com 

MADE IN ESTONIA
All rights reserved
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